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ABSTRACI’ 

This paper proposes a method for dezermining the dcpth of 
points in a three-dimenswnal scene. The concept is to we two 
spheres wuh highly specular swfacrs w obtain two dilfcrent 
perspectives of the scene. Both spheres are viewed by a single 
statwnaty camera, and each sphere refecn the w r l d  around it 
into the camera. Correspondence between points on the two 
spheres is established by matching feamres such as edges and 
image intensities, as in traditwnal stereopsis. Depth is 
recovered from each pair of corresponding points by 
triangularion. The we of a single f& camera avoids the 
undcsirabk complaitics that characterize the stereo calibrasion 
procedure. The measurable range of the system is greatly 
enhanced by the we of specular spheres and is not limited by the 
field of view of the camera. Eqwitnents were conducted to 
detennine the accuracy in depth measurement and the feasibiliry 
of practical Lnplementorion. The technique presented in this 
paper has been named “SPHEREO” as it wes two SPHeres. 
rather than two cameras, to emulate stEREOpsis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Three-dimensional object recognition is cumntly an active 
m a  of vision research. In many vision applications. the 
limitations of two-dimensional analysis have been reat id .  For 
example, in a typical bin picking opuation. the position and 
shape of an object must be detnmined in three-dimensional 
space to enable the robot to securely grasp the objcn Shape 
extraction is an essential part of a three-dimensional recognition 
system. Any ambiguity in the physical shape of an object 
generally renders the recognition problem macc difficult. Hence, 
the advent of three-dimensional vision systems has created 
considerable interest in the development of high quality dcpth 
sensors. 

Staco is a popular technique for depth paception. It has 
generated much intmjt in the research community due to its 
strong resemblance to the mnmmallan . pppnwch todeprh 
perception. In stereopsis, images of the scene arc recorded from 

using two c a m ~ ~ s  to observe thc scene. such asedges, 

feaane values. a point--point corrrspondmx is established 
between the two imager Range or dcpth isrccmacd fmmcach 
pair of Comsponding points by trianguiation. The passive nature 
of sraeopsis makes it an amactive depth pmeption method. It is 
suited to most applicatioqunlike “active” sensing methods such 
as radar, laser ranging. and sa-ucturcd light. 

Stcno systems ut p o d  with the acute problem of 
calibration. Corresponding points in the two images arr 

t w O d i f f ~ t p a s p e c t i V e s .  Thetwoperspectivesanobtainedby 

ale uraacttd from both camem images Md, 011 the h i s  ofthe 

projections of a single point in the three-dimensional scene. In 
orda to triangulate and determine the three-dimensional 
ooordinatcs of the scene poinb the parametas of the two cameras 
must be known. Therefore. for a given configuration of the 
cameras, it is necessary to calibrate the inmnsic and extrinsic 
parameters of the cameras. Many m e a r c h e n  have studied the 
stereo calibration problem. One approach is to independently 
calibrate the two cameras by using a set of points at known 
locations in a common frame of reference. An alternative method 
does not rely on knowing the locations of the calibration points, 
but rather the camspondence between the points in the images. 
Gennery [3] proposed performing the calibration by a 
generalized least-quam adjustment. Enws are formulated by 
using the epipoiar constraint Minimizing the mors results in 
estimates of the camera parameters. Faugaas and Toscani [2] 
have suggested a recursive estimation of the camera parameters 
by using extended Kalman filtering. 

The complexity of the calibration procedure has limited the 
applicability of s t n r o  systems. Since it is computationally 
inefficient to perform the calibration on-tine, the relative 
positions and orientations of the camemi need to be rigidly fixed. 
In addition to the calibration problem, s t m  systems are often 
limited by a small field of view. The depth of a point can be 
measured only if the point is SCM by both cameras. Thmfore, 
the field of view of a stereo system is the intersection of the 
fields of view of the two cameras. 

This papa describes “spherro“ as a new approach to stereo 
vision. Two spheres with highly reflective surfaces are placed in 
the view of a single camaa  Reflections of the three-dimensional 
scene are recorded in the image of the spheres. Hence, a single 
cam~a image includes two different perspectives of the three- 
dimensional scene. ?hese two perspectives are equivalent to 
images obtained fnnn two different camera locations in 
stereopsis. The s t m o  calibration problem is avoided by using a 
single camaa. However, the position of the two spheres must be 
known to lccover depth by hangulation. To this end, a simple 
calibration procedure is presented in this paper that determines 
he location of the two spheres on-line. Each camera image 
contains infomation reganding the positions of the spheres and 
the depth of points in the xxne at the same instant in time. The 
positions of the sphaes arc fmt demmined and then used to 
compute the COOrdinatCS of points in the scene. 

The field of view of a spherro system is a great improvement 
OVCZ that of sfcrco systems. The usc of specular sphms enables 
the S- OD ~ U T C  depth outside the camera’s field of view. 
The surface of a sphere completely spans the gradient space. 
w o r e ,  points in al l  directions arc reflected by the sphms 
into the camera, and the camera is used only to observe the 
surfaces of the spheres. Such an imaging geometry, makes it 
possible to measure depth of points both inside and outside the 
camera’s field of view. 
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Experiments were conducted to demonstrate the practical 
feasibility of the sphcrro concept. Point sources of light were 
positioned at known locations in the scene, and a sphmo set-up 
was used to determine the three-dimensional coordinates of the 
sources. The measurement accuracy was estimated by comparing 
the experimentally determined source positions with the actual 
positions. The spherco approach does not simplify the 
comspondence problem associated with s t m  vision. This 
paper does not address the comspondence problem posed by 
complex scenes but focuses on the maits of a new approach to 
stereo imaging. 

2. SPHERE0 

2.1 Concept 

The geometry of a sphm is completely defined by its radius. 
The sphere also possesses the property that no two points on its 
surface have the samc surface nORnaL Figure (1) shows the 
reflection of light from a point sou~ce. off the surface of a 
specular sphere. In the we of specular reflection, the angle of 
incidence i equals the angle of reflection e. Let US assume an 
onhographic camera model; a l l  light rays observed by the 
camera are parallel and are in the direction v. Under the above 
stated constraints, only a single point A on the surface of the 
sphere is capable of reflecting light from the point source into the 
camem An alternative intapnation of this effect is as follows: 
if the position of the center of the sphere and its radius are 
known, then a bright point in the image can be projected out of 
the camera to intuscct the surface of the sphere at the point A. 
The surface normal n at the surface point A is unique and is 
determined by the position of the sphae. Given the viewing 
direction v and the surface normal n, we can find the source 
direction s by using the specular reflectance model. 

source. The resulting image has two discrcte bright points, 
namcly, I, and 12. Lines perpendicular to the image plane arc 
pmjccted from I, and I ,  to intersect the spheres S, and S, at the 
points P and Q, rcsptctively. The surface normal vectors n, and 
n, at points P and Q arc computed by using the known radii and 
center locations of the spheres. Since the spheres arc separated 
by a distance D, the surface n o d  vectors n, and n, differ in 
direction. Given n, , "2, and the viewing direction v, the source 
directions s, and s, are computed by using the specular 
reflectance model. The point soucce lies on the line L, passing 
through the point P in the direction s,. The point source also lies 
on the line L, passing through the point Q in the direction %. 
Thenfore. the point source location W is found at the point of 
intenection of the two lines L, and 4. The point source has been 
used in the above discussion to explain the principle underlying 
the s p h m  method. In practice, however, candidates for 
matching arc not confined to bright image points and may also 
be charactuizcd by features such as discontinuities in image 
intensity. 

Image 
I, Ip P'a-t 

t f 

Sphem uses two specular sphcm of known radii and center 
positions, each reflecting the world in the direction of the 
camera. Figure (2) shows the two spheres illuminated by a point 

Figure 2: Sphnco: detennining the position of a point using two 
specular sphaes. 

2.2 Findine the Spheres 

Depth mcasmmnt  using s p h m  is based on the knowledge 
of the radii and positions of the specular spheres. We will 
assume that the radii of the sphaes arc known. The position of 
the sphaes with rrspect to each other and the camera may be 
determined by a simple calibratioh procedm. Figure (3) shows 

l'be z coordinate of the center of each spherc is equal its radius r. 
However, the x and y comdinatcs of the center need to be 
detumincd. Four point sources PS,, PS,, PS,. and PS, are 
symmetrically positioned about the optical axis 0-0' of the 
camera. The point sources arc coplanar and each source is at a 
distance q fnm the optical axis. Consider either of the two 
sphem S, and S,. The distance d of the sphere center from the 
optical axis is small comptvcd to the height h of the four sources 
from the x-y plane and the distance q of each source from the 
Optkd axis. Each point sour~e produces a highlight in the image 
of the sphere. Lct (Xi,Yi) be the center of mass of the highlight 

\ 
/ the spheres SI and S, placed on the x-y plane of the world frame. S 

POlnl 
SOUrCe 

Figure I: The specular sphere reflects light fmm the point 
source into the camera. 
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Figure 3: Calibration: point sources PS,. PS,, PS,, and PS, arc 
used to find the spheres S, and S, in the camera image. 

comsponding to point source Psi. The centroid O(X,.Y,) of the 
four highlights may be dctcnnimd as: 

where the transformation parameters a. b, c, and d are 
detumined by the camera parameten and the image coordinates 
X ,  and Y,. Since the sphere is placed on the x-y plane. z, = r .  
Hence, the world coordinates (x,,y,,zc) of the center arc uniquely 
determined from equation(2). The radius of a spherc is measured 
in pixels in the image and inches in the world frame. The 
spheres S, and S, have ladii R, and R, in the image and rl and r2 
in the worid. The centas of the spheres will be referred to as 

C,(x,,y,,z,~ in the world. 

The simplicity of the calibration pmcedurc described in this 
Section makes it feasible for it to be performed on-line. If the 
calibration light sources are always active, each camm image 
obtained describes the positions of the sphcres and the scene at 
the samc instant in time. 

0,(XC,,YcJ and O,(X,YJ  in the image, and Cl~xcl,ycl~zclJ and 

23 Correswndence 

Rim to computing the depth of scene points, the sphere0 
system is required to solve the well-known comspondence 
problem: the task of dctuuum ' 'ng which point in the image of one 
sphae comesponds to a particular point in the image of the other 
sphere. Ffahpts. such as edges, are extracted from the two 
circdar d o n s  in the image that ccnrspond to the projections 
of the spheres S, and S, A feature value at the image point 
A(X,Y) may be expressed as F(A(X,Y)).  If the image points 
Il(Xl,Yl) and /&XZ,Yz) consrimte a pair of corresponding points. 
they must lie on Merent spheres and have matching feature 
values: 

Under the distant source assumption, the image point O(X,,Y,) is 
rhc pmjection of the center of the sphere onto the image. In 
practice, it is not naxssrry to use exactly four sources for the 
calibration. Any number of sources may be used as long as they 
arc coplanar and their centroid lies on the optical axis. 

The next step is to find the world coordinates C(x,y,,z,) of the 
sphere center from its image coordinates O(X,Yc). 
Transformations between the world and the image arc 
determined by the inmnsic and extrinsic paraxneten of the 
camas During the process of image formation, a point P(x,yr) 
in the world is projected onto the point I(X,Y) in the image. The 
camera parameten amy k used to daarmm . I(X,Y) from 
P(x,y,z). Howmr. it is not possible to rccovc~ a world point 
fmm an image point. For each image point I(X,Y), the ~ ~ m c r a  

pammcters can onIy determine the equation of a line in the world 
on which the point P(x,y,z) lies. Therefore. the center of rhc 
sphere lies on the line: 

1005 

2.4 Trianeulation 

Depth values are recovered from pain of corresponding 
image points by triangulation. Consider the image points I ,  and 
1, in Figwe (2). Since both points are reflections of the same 
point in the scene, they suisfy the constraints given in equation 
(3) and thus constitute a pair of corresponding points. The point 
I,(X,,YJ is the projection of the point P(x,,y,,z,). We know that 
P(x,,y,~,)  lies on the line: 

whae a, b, c, and d are determined by the c a m ~ a  par;uneten 
and the image coordinates X ,  and Y,. The point P(x,,y,,z,) also 
lies OII the surface of sphere S,. Thaefm. 

33 

Eauation (4) may k used to eliminate x,  and Y.  in wuadon 15). 
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This results in a quadratic equation in 2,. As shown in Figure (3). 
the camera is positioned in the positive z direction and thus the 
point P lies on the upper hdsphere  of SI. Therefore, z, is the 
higher of the two roofs of the quadratic c q d o n .  The x ,  and y, 
coordinates of P arc then computed by using equation (4). At 
point P, the unit vector vI in the viewing direction is determined 
from equation (4) as: 

Vl 
VI  = - 

WII' 
where: 

VI = ( U , b , l ) #  

The unit surface n o d  vector n1 at the point P on the sphere S, 
is computed as: 

P-c, 
n, =-. 

rl 
(7) 

In orda to find the location of the point Win  Figure (2). we need 
to determine the direction of W as seen from point P. Lct the unit 
vector in this direction be s,. For specular reflections on the 
surface of the s p h m .  the angk of reflection e q d  the angk of 
incidence. This spec& conrwuint may be used to relate the 
three vectors s,, n,, and vI: 

"I +SI  
2 

[ n l . v l  In ,  = -. 

The source direction s, is determined by rewriting equation (8) in 
the fom: 

s, = 2 [ n 1 . v 1 ] n , - v , .  (9) 

On the same lines, source direction is computed from the 
image point [,. A line is projected frnn I, to intascCt sphere S2 
at the point Q(x2,y2,zJ. The source W o n  % is computed by 
using the specular constraint. The line L, in Fiw (2) pas= 
through point P in the direction s,. The line 4 passes through 
point Q in the direction %. The point W is found at the 
intersection of lims L, and 4. 

The accuracy of a sphaeo system is dated to the resolution 
of mca~ured depth. As in the case of staeo, depth rrsolution is 
related to pixel resolution in the camera image. figure (4) 
illuseates triangulation uncutainty in the two dimensions of the 
image plane. The pixels A and B are projections of the same 
scene point W and thus constitute a pair of matching image 
points. Uncutainity in the location of the point W is represented 
by the shaded region. Therefore, mors in triangulation result 
fram image quantization; due to finite resolution in the image, 
the location of the point W can lie anywhere in the shaded region 
around the actual location. The axea of the uncntainty region 

spheres. The line joining the centen of the two spheres is called 
the s p h m  baseline. The area and shape of the unctrtainty 
region a~ also dependent on the baseline magnitude D and the 
baseline orientation 8. In three dimensions the uncertainty region 
is a volume bounded by a polyhedron. 

tends to incrrase with the distance of point w from the two 

Figure 4: S p h m  mangulation u n c d n t y  in two dimensions. 
Due to image quantization, the location of the point W can lie 
anywhere in the shaded region. 

Factors such as finite pixel resolution and image noise, cause 
inaccuracies in the posiaons of extracted features. Consequently. 
triangulation in thmc dimensions may not result in the 
intersection of the projection lines L, and L, shown in Figure (2). 
The two lines may only pass each other in close proximity 
without actually intersecting. Rather than attempting to intersect 
the lines L, and 4, a mort practical approach is to determine the 
common normal f, between the lines L, and 4. as shown in 
Figure (5). The unit vector S, in the direction of 4 is computed 
as: 

(10) s, 
IS,l' 

s, = S I X % .  

% a -  

WheFc: 

The lim L, inaenecu liaes L, and & at the points CJ(x,y,z) and 
V(x,y,z). reSpeaively. La A. I, and m be the distances between 
the points U and P. V and Q. and U and V, rcspectively. We can 
express the coordinates of points U and V as: 

The pariunctcs k, 1. and m can be determined by eliminating U 
and v in the above set of equations: 
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Figure 5: Triangulation in dimensions. The mid-point W of 
the common normal L, is considered to be the best estimate of 
the point of intencction of lines L, and L.,. 

Depth is computed only at points that have a high mcILTure of 
ai~ngdarion.  The triangulation measure is formulated as a 
function of the length m of the common normal and the distances 
k and 1 of the common normal fran the spheres S, and S,, 
mpcctively. In the c u m n t  sphere0 implementation, a successful 
match or intersection is found between corresponding image 
points when: 

k + l  - > 7. 
2 m  (13) 

w h e n  7 is an empirically determined thnshold level. For a 
successful match. the point of intenection W is defined as the 
mid-point of the common normal: 

u+v 
2 

w=-. 

2.5 Search SDace 

Though comspondlll g points have raatching fuuurr values, 
triangulation of all pain of matching image points is 
unnecessary. As in s c a m .  the imaging gamemy may be used to 

poins in the image. nKse ODnspBints considerably nduce the 
search space for c a m p n d m  * g points. Consider a camza +ge 
of the two spheres, as shown in Figure (6). The projection of 
each sphere is a circular section in the image. Each point inside 
the circular section is the projection of a point on the sphae's 
surface. We shall denote the image sections corresponding to the 
spheres S, and S, by CS, and CS,. rrspectlvely. If consaaints arc 
not used while finding comsponding points, the features 

impose physical constraints on the positions of mmqnmdm ' g  

computed at each point in CS, have to be cornpad with features 
at all points in CS,. Therefore, the scarch space for the point in 
CS, that cornsponds to a point in CS, is the entire two- 
dimensional section CS,. 

Consider the sphaeo imaging geometry shown in Figure (2 ) .  
The image point I, is the projection of the point W by sphm S,. 
Given the point I,, we know from the camera model and the 
specular constraint that W must lie on the line L,. Therefore, the 
point I ,  that comsponds to I, must lie on the image projection of 
the line L, by the sphere S,. This is the epipolar conspaint. The 
image projection of line L, by sphere S, is called the epipofur 
c w c .  As shown in Figure (6). the search space for the point I,, 
that conrsponds to the point I,, is reduced from the twc- 
dimensional section CS, to a onedimensional epipolar curve AB. 
If a feature match is determined between a point in CS, and a 
point on its epipohr m e  in CS,. then a high measure of 
triangulation is e n d .  

Epipolar curves for each point in the section CS, can be pre- 
annputed and stored in memory. Consider, for example, the 
epipolar curve corresponding to the image point I, in CS,. As in 
the case of triangulation, the line L, is determined from I,. A 
point U on L, may be expressed as: 

U ( k )  = P + ks,. (15) 

w h a c  k is the distance of U from P. The point Q(k)  on sphere S, 
that reflects U(k) into the carnera is determined by using the 
specular consmint and by assuming an onhographic camera 
projection. The point Q(k) is then projected to the point I,(& in 
the image plane, by using the camera parametas. The epipolar 
curve for I, is thus determined by computing I,(k) for all k in the 
intmral 0 c k c k,, w h e n  k ,  is greatest distance of a 
measured point from spherc S,. The image coordinates of points 
on the epipolar curves arc stored in memory. Matches for a point 
in CS, arc obtained by comparing its feature value with those on 
its epipolar curve in CS,. 

Figure 6 The epipolar conmaint. The point I, in CS, that e to the point I, in CS, lies on the cpipolar c w e  AB. 
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2.6 Field of View 

The field of view of a typical s m  system is shown in 
Figure (7). Depth can be measured only at those points that can 
be Seen in both the camera images. Therefore, the field of view 
of a s t e m  system is the intersection of the fields of view of the 
two cameras. A large field of view can be obtained by 
minimizing the bascline D and keeping the viewing directions of 
the two cameras almost equal. Such an anangement, however. 
results in lower depth resolution. A high depth resolution is 

onhogonal to each other. However, this configuration drastically 
rtduces the field of view of the stereo s y s t e m  

obtained by making the viewing directions of the two cameras 

A 

Figure 8: Field of view of the sphereo system. 

In Figure (8). the shaded region denotes the sphereo field of 
view. The measurable range is not confined to the field of view 
of the camera Points in regions A and B are not reflected into 
the camera by spheres SI and S,, respectively. Points in regon C 
are occluded by SI and thus are not reflected into the camcw by 
Ss. Similarly, points in region D are occluded by S, and are nor 
reflected into the camera by SI. Region E consists of points that 
arc occluded by the camera and arc not visible to either sphere S, 
or S,. 

Figure 7: Field of view of a s t e m  system. 

The field of view of a sphereo system is a grcat improvement 
over that of stereo sysrcms. This is primarily due to the usc of 
specular spheres for s t em imaging. The surface of a specular 
sphere may be thought of as being consauaed by an infinite 
number of small planar minors. Since no two points on a sphere 
have the same surface normal. each planar mirmr faces in a 
unique direction. Also, the complete set of mirrors span the 
surface normal space. Consider a specular sphere placed in the 
view of a camem Under the assumption of onhographic image 
projection, the viewing direction is constant over the entire field 
of view of the camera. Any non-occluded point in space would 
k reflected in the direction of the camexa by a single point on 
the surface of the sphm.  Thmfore. the field of view of a 
sphmo system consists of a l l  points that can k refluxed onto 
the image plane by both spheres. Both spheres arc placed in the 
focal plane of the camera and therefme the image projection of 
points in the scene is not affuxed by a limited depth of fKld of 
the camera. On the other hand, in stcno. objects must be placed 
clox to the focal plana of both cameras to avoid the blurring of 
image features. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments were conducted to demonstrate the practical 
feasibility of the sphmo c m p ~  Figure (9) shows a photograph 
of the apparatus used for the current implementation. Two steel 
ball bearings, each 1 3/8 inches in diameter, arc used as specular 
spheres. The surface of each sphere is highly specular in 
reflection. ACCDPanasoru 'c camera with a 510 x 492 pixel 
resolution is used to observe the two spheres. The physical 
resolution of the camera and the optical system is 0.011 inches 
pa image pixel. Four 1/4 Watt, 5 Volt bulbs are mounted on the 
camera lens and arc used by the calibration procedure to find the 
location of the two spheres in the image. Individual images are 
digitized and processed using a vision system based on a SUN 
work-station. 

The sphaeo concept was described by assuming an 
onhographic camera projection model. More accurate results are 
obtained by dmnnining the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of 
the camera. The cumnt implementation of s p h m  uses the 
Single-camrp cplibraticm technique developed by Tsai[7]. 
Tsai's calibration algorithm is SpUcNItd to determine the value 
of each paramem ratha than just a uansformation from image to 
scene and vice-venz The paramems arr computed in well- 
defined stages thus malring it easy to code during software 
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Figure 9: Photo of a prototype sphere0 set-up. Four calibration 
lights arc mounted on the camera lens and two specular steel 
balls arc placed in the camera's view. 

implementation. The computed parameters produced excellent 
msults for transformations between the image plane and the 
world frame. 

Figure 10 Photo of a camera image of the two spheres 
illuminated by the four calibration point SOUICCS. The centers of 
the spheres in the image are determined and circles arc drawn 
around the centm to show the boundaries of the spheres in the 
image. 

the camera panrwtas, and the locations of the centers of the 
two sphms wcrc detamuKd ' by the system to be within a 
distance of 0.01 inches from theit acaul positions. 

The aiangulation accuracy of the sphere0 system was 
estimated using point sources. Low powered miniature lamps 
wm placed at known locations in the world frame and the 
system was used to measure the coordinates of the lamps in three 
dimensions. Each lamp produces a single highlight in the image 
of each sphere. An image of the spheres is digitized by a f m e -  
grabbcr and binarid by using a threshold. The highlights 
appear as bright blobs in the binary image, and the center-of- 
gravity (COG) of eaEh blob is computed. The use of point 
 source^ greatly simplifiis the correspondence problem as 
highlights an the only features that need to be extracted from h e  
image. Comsponding pairs of highlight COGS that satisfy the 
@polar consuaint an triangulated to obtain position estimates 
in three dimensions. FigUn(l1) shows an incandescent light 
bulb used to generate a highlight on each of the two spheres. The 
pre-computed epipolar curve comsponding to the highlight 
COG on the left sphere is plotted on the right sphere. The 
epipolar curve is a leflenion of the line that passes through the 

The mcngth of a sphato system lies in its ability to 
determine the location of the two specular spheres by using a 
simple calibration. The four light bulbs mounted on the camera 
lens produce four highlights or bright points on the surface of 
each sphere. Under the distant sou~cc assumption. the 
configuration. or dative positions, of the four highlights in the 
image of each sphere is the same as the configuration of the four 
light bulbs in the plane in which they lie. Also, the highlight 
configuration on each sphere is independent of the position of 
the sphere in the image. Once the f w  lights an rigidly iixed on 
the camcra lens, the configuration of the four highlights is 
known. By using a template of four bright points in the expected 
configuration. wc can detarnim the positions of the two sets of 
four highlights in the image. As explained in section 2, the 
centroid of each set of four highlights dctamines the centers of 
the spheres in the image. 

Figure (IO) shows an image of the two sphcns resulting from 
the four-point illumination used for calibration. The centroids of 
the two sets of highlights were computed and the circles dmwn 
around the centroids represent the boundaries of s p h .  The 
centroids for the spheres were projected into the world by using 

Figure 11: Highlights on tbe two sphaes multing from an 
incandescent lamp. The epipolar c u ~ e  for the highlight point on 
the left sphere is plotted on the right sphere. As expected, the 
highlight on the right sphere lies on the epipolar curve. 



highlight point on the left sphere and the location of the light 
bulb. An image projection of this h e  is displayed in Figure (1 1). 
As expected. the highlight on the right sphere lies on the epipolar 
curve corresponding to the highlight on the left sphere. 
Therefore. sphere0 triangulation of the two highlights would 
result in an intersection at the location of the lamp. 

The reliability of the matching process was tested by using a 
light display. The light display was consmctcd by mounting six 
light emimng diodes (LED) on a circuit board. Figure (12) 
shows the highlights on the two spheres resulting from the light 
display. The LEDs of the light display lie outside the camera’s 
field of view and thus are not visible in the image shown in 
Figure (12). The circles reprrsent rhe predetermined boundaries 
of the two spheres. .The COGS of the highlights resulting from 
the light display were determined and pain of highlight COGS 
werc triangulated. World coordinates were computed for for 
COG pairs that produced high mtasurts of aiangulation. The 
triangulation results for the image in Figure (12) are shown in 
Figure (13). The actual LED locations and the measured 
positions art both shown to illustrate the accuracy of the c u m n t  
implementation. The camera and the two specular spheres are 
also shown to give an idea of the relative positions and Sires of 
the spheres. the light display. and the camera. In Figure (13). the 
x. y. and L world coofdinatcs of the LEDs determined by the 
system were found to be within 3.5% of the actual coordinates. 

u. 

am. 

Fiyre 12: Sphcreo image of a light display made of six LEDs. 

u. 

U .  

The non-linear nature of the depth resolution @ti, shown in 
Figurc (4). makes it difficult to specify the ~cclp~cy of the 
sphcreo system. An imponaat measure of performance is the 
sensitivity of the system to the distaace of the mcasud point 
from the two sphaes. Triangulation c r r a ~  wcrc computed for 
point source locations along a straight line starting from the 
origin of the world frame and moving in a particular direcrion. 
Figurc (14) shows the percentage crms raxxdal for source 
locations on the x-axis of the world frame, and for the sphere 
locations shown in Figme (13) . By mtasurcment error we refer 
to the Euclidean distance of the mcpsurcd position fmm the 
actual position. As expected, the uiangulation errors increase 
with the distance of the measured point from the sphms. The 
measured locations were found to k within 4% of the actual 
location. for points that arc less than 3 feet from the world frame 
origin. 

0 .  . 
I 

/- 

Figure 13: Positions of the sources on the light display were 
computed from the spheno image shown in Figure (12). The 
~ a s u r u i  and actual locations of the sources an plotted in the 
world coordinate frame. 
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Figure 14: Perantage mor in measured position of a scene 
point is plotted as a function of the actual distance of the scene 
point from the origin of the world reference frame. 
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Figure 15: Percentage e m  in measured position of a Scene 
point is plotted as a function of the magnitude D of the sphmo 

Figure 16: Percentage e m  in measured position of a scene 
point is plotted as a function of the orientation 8 of the spherco 

baseline. bascline. 

The accuracy of a spherw system is also dependent on the 
sphmo baseline D and its orientation 0 shown in Figure (4). AS 
the two sphem are brought closer to each other. the baseline 
dmcases and the reflections of the world on the two spheres 
become less distinguishable. The view lines L, and L, in Figure 
( 5 )  become almost parallel to each other and the measurements 
arc prone to greater mors. This effect is Seen in Figure (15) 
where the triangulation erras arc plotted as a function of the 
baseline magnitude for a constant point source position of x = 
10.6 inches, y - 123 inches. and z = 4.3 inches. For the same 
source location and baseline D = 2.34 inches, the measurement 
mors arr also plotted for different baseline orientation values. as 
shown in Figure (16). As the baseline orientation is varied from 
0 degrees to 180 degrees, the measurement error varies like a 
sine function between 0.8% and 1.4%. 

The expaimntal apparatus was set up using commrcially 
available and inexpensive hardware to demonspate the ease of 
implementation of spheno systems From the expaimnts, it 
was realized that a few changes in the current system would 
yield considerable impmvcmcnt in masummnt accuracy. 
Cameras with higha image pixel resolution, than rhe one used 
for the expaimarts, arc now commmdl . y available. A higher 
pixel resolution would improve the sensitivity of a s p h m o  
system Spheres with greater surface spefularity ud lessa shape 
imperfections than ball bearings would produce more reliable 
results As explained earlia on. point sources w e n  used to 
Simplify the c~mspondence problem. Howeva, the usc of 
miniature lamps as point sourm comes with the cost of 
imperfect highlights in the image. The shape of a highlight is 

dependent on the shape of the filamcnt of the lamp that caused 
the highlighr the pixel resolution in the image, and noise levels 
in the camera output. The s k  of a highlight is related to the 
filament size and the sharpness of surface spefularity of the 
spheres. In the experiments discussed above, no attention was 
given to the shape of highlights. and each highlight was simply 
represented by its centerof-gravity. More consistent highlight 
shapes may be obtained by using miniature arc lamps rather than 
incandescent lamps. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Spherro has been presented as a new approach to stereo 
imaging. A protorype sphato system was implemented and 
used to meas= the position of point sources located in its field 
of view. The main advantages of sphaw, over conventional 
staeopsis, an the simplicity of the calibration procedure and the 
considerable h p v e m c n t  in field of view. The current 
implementation uses two sphms to obtain different pmpectives 
of the world. Betm &mates of depth may be obtained by 
placing m ~ r r  than two Sphacs in the camera’s field of view. The 
results Obtained from the experiments conducted with point 
sources arc -Sing and provide motivation to apply the 
spher#, method to c m p k x  scenes. 
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